11.09.20 TAP Release
An auto-refresh should be triggered when an iPad or Android tablet status is
changed from Active to Inactive. The auto-refresh was not happening if a device
was inactivated and KinderSign was allowing the user to continue using the
application even after the auto-refresh issue was fixed. This issue has been
corrected.
Corrected an issue where the "Child Attendance" record appeared in the
Attendance > Detail screen but did not appear in the "History/Transaction
Matrix".
Created a new report that allows a user to enter a "from" and "to" date and see
a list of all cases that will be closing between those dates. Child authorizations
associated with the cases will also be displayed.
For security reasons, a new restriction will be applied to all PINs being created
and utilized in KinderSign. All User PINs will expire in KinderSign after 90 days
and a new one will need to be created.
Corrected an issue where ODJFS was able to see the attendance transactions of
a child that was at one time a PFCC child and then was moved to a private pay
child. ODJFS is not permitted to see attendance transactions for any private pay
child.
Corrected an issue where the parent on a case had a name change and the
name change did not carry through into all of the screens in KinderConnect.
Resolved an issue where in some cases the incorrect operator who submitted
the attendance was not returned correctly in the Submitted By column of the
"Recall" screen.
For security purposes, the passwords in KinderConnect need expire after 90
days. Users will receive a warning 5 days prior to the password expiring.
Added a new site setting that enables multi-language support on the device.
This setting is a checkbox located in the mobile site settings section (default is
unchecked). The user is able to select either English or Spanish to view tablet
information.
Corrected an issue where an in-home aide was able to enter an absent day on
the tablet.
Corrected an issue in KinderConnect where the latest information sent from the
ingest file was not being updated correctly in the Case History file.

The KinderSign application was updated to send the user to the scan QR code
screen if it detects that the device has been inactivated, preventing users from
continuing to use it.
Corrected an issue with the Overlapping Utilization Report where it was not
returning correct results based upon the search criteria entered.
Corrected a validation issue when an operator attempts to reset their password.
The application was not correctly retrieving the operator's user name and
therefore was failing on the validation. The password entered cannot be the
operator's user name.
Corrected various places in the Spanish version of the KinderConnect system
where the current date was appearing as the English word "Today" instead of
the Spanish word "Hoy" when a user was selecting a date by pulling up a
calendar.
For security reasons, added logic to check the site setting PIN expiration days for
each person to see if their PIN has expired.
Corrected an issue with the Reset Password function where the system was
displaying the error message "Cannot have password or username in your
password" even when the password or username was not entered as the
password.

